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The role of wind gusts in upper ocean diurnal variability
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Abstract Upper ocean processes play a key role in air-sea coupling, with variability on both short and
long time scales. The diurnal cycle associated with diurnal solar insolation and nighttime cooling, may act,
along with stochastic wind variability, on upper ocean temperatures and stratification resulting in a diurnal
warm layer and a nonlinear rectified effect on longer time scales. This study describes diurnal changes in
upper ocean temperature for a location in the equatorial Indian Ocean, using observations from the Dynam-
ics of the Madden-Julian Oscillation field campaign, a high vertical resolution 1-D process model, and a diur-
nal cycling scheme. Solar forcing is the main driver of diurnal variability in upper ocean temperature and
stratification. Yet except during nighttime convection, winds with variability on the order of hours (here
referred to as ‘‘wind gusts’’) regulate how fast surface water is mixed to greater depths when daily mean
winds are weak. Wind gusts are much stronger than diurnal winds. Even using stochastic wind gusts but no
diurnal winds as input in a 1-D process model yields an estimate of diurnal temperature that compares well
with observations. A new version of the Large and Caron (2015) scheme (LC2015) provides an estimate of
upper ocean diurnal temperature that is consistent with observations. LC2015 has the advantage of being
suitable for implementation in a climate model, with the goal to improve SST estimates, hence the simu-
lated heat flux at the air-sea interface. Yet LC2015 is not very sensitive to the inclusion or omission of the
high-frequency component of the wind.

1. Introduction

Diurnal changes in upper ocean temperature and stratification are primarily driven by diurnal solar insola-
tion and nighttime cooling [Wade et al., 2011]. Yet nonsolar surface heat flux, wind and buoyancy driven
mixing, and stratification in the upper few meters of the ocean regulate the transfer of heat to greater
depths in time [Schudlich and Price, 1992; Soloviev and Lukas, 2006; Cronin and Kessler, 2009; Matthews et al.,
2014]. Both diurnal winds and higher frequency components of the wind may play a role in regulating the
diurnal cycle in the upper ocean. The resulting near-surface diurnal warming is usually less than 18C [Gille,
2012; Sutherland et al., 2016] at 5 dbar but can be more than 38C at 0.6 m, in conditions of weak winds and
strong cloud-free insolation [Stramma et al., 1986; Prytherch et al., 2013].

Temperature variability at the air-sea interface drives exchanges of heat and water vapor between the
atmosphere and the ocean, making near-surface diurnal warming an important process in the climate sys-
tem [Bernie et al., 2005; Danabasoglu et al., 2006; Bernie et al., 2007; Kawai and Wada, 2007; Bernie et al.,
2008]. Near-surface diurnal warming impacts large-scale variability in the tropics (e.g., intraseasonal time
scales) [Bernie et al., 2007; Seo et al., 2014; Ruppert and Johnson, 2014], as well as long-term mean fields. The
daily mean Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomaly due to the diurnal warm layer increases long-term
mean SST [Bernie et al., 2008; Weller et al., 2014], and accounting for it in a model simulation improves mean
precipitation [Bernie et al., 2008]. Also, the daily mean SST anomaly due to the diurnal warm layer drives an
anomalous heat flux at the air-sea interface. Neglecting this process in a coupled ocean-atmosphere model
would incur an erroneous flux (�4 W m22), warming the ocean and cooling the atmosphere [Matthews
et al., 2014].

Diurnal cycling schemes have been designed to represent diurnal warming in climate models [Zeng and Bel-
jaars, 2005; Large and Caron, 2015], without the prohibitive costs [Bernie et al., 2005, 2007, 2008] associated
with high vertical (and high temporal) resolution. Building on the pioneering effort of Zeng and Beljaars
[2005], Large and Caron [2015] introduced a diurnal cycling scheme with improved physics, including
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shallow stable boundary layers, as well as diurnal cycles of salinity and ocean currents. This parameteriza-
tion estimates the temperature difference between the air-sea interface and the shallowest ocean level of a
global Coupled General Circulation Model (CGCM), often deeper than a few meters and (inaccurately, e.g.,
Fairall et al. [1996]) used as surface temperature relevant for heat and moisture fluxes in air-sea interactions
[Zeng and Beljaars, 2005]. Large and Caron [2015] implement their diurnal cycling scheme in the Community
Earth System Model (CESM) and suggest a diurnal warming generally of order a few degrees Celsius
between 408S and 608N, consistent with Bernie et al. [2005]. The impact of the diurnal cycling scheme on
nonsolar air-sea heat flux is not large (i.e., generally less than 5 W m22, while nonsolar fluxes are typically of
order 100 W m22 and uncertainties greater than 10 W m22), except in the equatorial Pacific cold tongue
[Large and Caron, 2015]. Also, precipitation biases in the CESM are attributed to inadequate model represen-
tation of relevant physical processes (e.g., convection) rather than the diurnal cycle of SST [Large and Caron,
2015]. Yet applying the Large and Caron [2015] parametrization may have a larger impact on either the diur-
nal cycle of precipitation or precipitation frequency as this physics is improved.

The present work aims for a better process understanding of upper ocean diurnal variability. One focus is
the impact, on upper ocean mixing, of diurnal winds versus winds with variability on the order of hours
(referred to as ‘‘wind gusts’’ in the following). We use observations from the Dynamics of the Madden-Julian
Oscillation (DYNAMO) field campaign, at a site in the equatorial Indian Ocean, and a one-dimensional water
column model (i.e., General Ocean Turbulence Model, GOTM). We also investigate how the Large and Caron
[2015] scheme represents key air-sea interactions.

Sections 2, 3, and 4 describe method, data, and models, respectively. Section 5 presents results from observa-
tions (5.1), GOTM (5.2), and Large and Caron [2015] (5.3), with the impact of diurnal winds versus wind gusts on
upper ocean diurnal temperature described in section 5.2. A summary and concluding remarks are in section 6.

2. Method

We describe upper ocean diurnal temperature changes in terms of TW (Figure 1), the difference between a
temperature value below the sea surface (Tbulk, here at 5 cm) and a foundation temperature (Tf, here at

10 m). TW is the metric of choice since it provides
the information to estimate SST in climate models
(where the shallowest ocean level is around 10 m),
and hence to improve the simulated heat flux at the
air-sea interface. Temperature at the air-sea interface
can in fact be expressed as Tskin5 Tf 1 TW 1 TC, with
TC the cool skin effect [Fairall et al., 1996]. For
instance, Large and Caron [2015] estimate TW and TC

from atmospheric forcing, assuming a mixing regime
in the upper ocean that varies during the day [Large
and Caron, 2015]. We also compare model results
with observations in the diurnal warm layer at 5 cm,
1 m, and 5 m, where measurements are available.

In this study, the nomenclature for different near-
surface temperatures does not follow the recom-
mendations by Donlon et al. [2007]. Donlon et al.
[2007] distinguish temperature at the air-sea inter-
face, and skin, subskin, depth and foundation tem-
perature, with the assumption that the foundation
temperature does not show any diurnal variability.
Because of the multitude of different temperature
depths, Donlon et al. [2007] recommend that a
depth temperature should be qualified by the mea-
surement depth (i.e., T5cm) rather than using the
generic term Tbulk. Here we follow the definitions
employed by Large and Caron [2015], and we

Figure 1. Schematic for the functional form describing the verti-
cal temperature profile in Large and Caron [2015]. Values of the
d and p parameters used in this analysis are included, along
with annotations for Tbulk, Tf, and TW.
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consider both Tbulk and Tf as depth tempera-
tures (as defined in Donlon et al. [2007]) and
specify their measurement depth.

Finally, we use the term ‘‘wind gusts’’ to indi-
cate winds with variability on time scales of
the order of hours. This nomenclature differs
from that of the National Weather Service,
the American Meteorological Society, and
the World Meteorological Organization who
formally define gusts to be shorter extreme
events.

3. Observations

3.1. DYNAMO Campaign
The DYNAMO observation campaign focused
on measuring the environmental conditions
that initiate the Madden-Julian Oscillation
(MJO) cycle [Yoneyama et al., 2013]. As part
of the DYNAMO campaign (late 2011 to early
2012), observations of near-surface ocean
temperature, 10 m winds, heat and freshwa-
ter fluxes at the air-sea interface were col-

lected, with a 1 min sampling interval, around 08N, 80.58E (Figure 2, black circle), on research cruises aboard
the R/V Revelle. In the following, we analyze two time periods: 11–21 October 2011 (during leg 2, hence-
forth Period O), and 13–22 November 2011 (during leg 3, henceforth Period N). The estimate of TW relies on
near-surface temperature measurements (i.e., Tbulk) from sea-snake floating thermistors at a depth of 5 cm.
Tf is taken as temperature at 10 m depth from the Chameleon turbulence profiler [Moum et al., 1995].

3.2. RAMA Moorings
The Research Moored Array for African-Asian-Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction (RAMA) was
designed to study the Indian Ocean’s role in the monsoons [McPhaden et al., 2009]. In this analysis, we
use RAMA mooring observations (Figure 2) of upper ocean temperature at 1, 5, and 10 m, except for two
sites where the shallowest measurement is at 1.5 m depth (i.e., 1.58S, 908E and 58S, 958E). A 1–1.5 m
depth for near-surface temperature makes the estimate of TW from RAMA moorings (i.e., TWRAMA ) not
directly comparable to TW from DYNAMO observations or model output presented in this study. How-
ever, TWRAMA has the advantage of being available at 08N, 80.58E for a longer time period, from 9 August
2008 to 23 November 2011 (with a gap around October 2010 to August 2011), overlapping with Period
O and Period N.

4. Models

4.1. GOTM
The General Ocean Turbulence Model (GOTM) [Burchard et al., 1999] is one-dimensional and has been suc-
cessfully used to reproduce diurnal variability [Hallsworth, 2005; Pimentel et al., 2008a,2008b; Karagali et al.,
2017]. GOTM implements different types and levels of closure models to compute vertical turbulent fluxes.
In this study, we use a two-equation closure model and dynamic formulations of both turbulent kinetic
energy (k) and rate of dissipation. GOTM also estimates downward irradiance at different ocean depths, I(z),
following Paulson and Simpson [1977], i.e., IðzÞ

I0
5Ae

z
g1 1ð12AÞe

z
g2 , with I0 the solar radiation. In our simulations,

A 5 0.58, g150:35, and g2523, consistent with water type I as classified by Jerlov [1968] and with clear water
conditions in the region [Li et al., 2012; Matthews et al., 2014; Strutton et al., 2015]. Clear water conditions
were observed during the period of interest by a glider at 808E, between 38S and 48S [Webber et al., 2014,
Figure 7c], with the mean 0–10 m chlorophyll concentration less than 1 mg m23. Yet Karagali et al. [2017]

Figure 2. Maximum TWRAMA (8C, color) during a climatological day, from
RAMA moorings in the Indian Ocean. Near-surface temperature observa-
tions are collected at a depth of 1 m for most of the moorings, except two
sites which measure at 1.5 m depth (i.e., 1.58S, 908E and 58S, 958E). Daily
climatologies are estimated from observations during September 2012 to
April 2013 (dots), October 2007 to May 2008 (triangles), and 11–21 Octo-
ber 2011 (squares, i.e., Period O in this analysis). The black circle on the
Equator indicates the approximate location of DYNAMO leg-2 and leg-3 of
the R/V Revelle.
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show (for different sites) that a nine band solar absorption model performs better than the standard two
band scheme in GOTM simulations of diurnal SST.

GOTM experiments are performed here with 10 cm vertical resolution and a 5 min time step. In the follow-
ing, test cases with finer resolution are not discussed, since they yield similar results. The shallowest level
resolved is at 5 cm, and temperature at this depth is used as an estimate for Tbulk. The output temperature
at 10 m is designated as Tf. Atmospheric forcing for the simulations is from shipboard DYNAMO observa-
tions (for Period O and Period N), and includes short-wave and long-wave radiation, latent and sensible
heat, precipitation, evaporation, and zonal and meridional momentum fluxes.

We use GOTM to model upper ocean variability, and to understand vertical processes relevant for the
observed diurnal cycle (e.g., mixing). We investigate the role of wind gusts (i.e., winds with variability on
time scales of the order of hours) versus diurnal and lower frequency variability (in winds), changing the
wind forcing in input, while other air-sea fluxes stay the same (i.e., are set to the observed values) or are
consistent with modified winds. We perform a set of experiments (Table 1):

G1. Using the observed zonal and meridional winds at 10 m.
G2. Smoothing the observed winds in time with a 24 h window, while other air-sea fluxes stay the same

(i.e., nonsolar heating estimated from observed winds).
G3. As G2, but including the observed diurnal winds.
G4. As G2, but including stochastic wind gusts.
G5. As G2, but estimating nonsolar heating from smoothed winds.

In scenario G4, stochastic wind gusts (gt, at time step t) are computed as red noise (i.e.,
gt115r1 gt1ð11r2

1Þ
1=2 wt11; t � 1) starting from Gaussian white noise (w) with the same standard deviation

(robs) as the observed wind gusts (gobs
t ), and the observed leg-1 correlation coefficient (r1) of gobs

t11 and gobs
t .

Experiment G4 is run for an ensemble of 1000 members, and the ensemble mean and standard deviation
are shown.

4.2. A Diurnal Cycling Scheme by Large and Caron [2015]
A detailed description of the diurnal cycling scheme can be found in Large and Caron [2015], along with its
implementation in a climate model (their Appendix A). At each time step of a climate model run, the diurnal
cycling scheme provides an estimate of the difference between Tskin (and Tbulk) and temperature at the shal-
lowest ocean level of the model (e.g., Tf at 10 m), allowing for a better estimate of air-sea fluxes. The esti-
mate for the evolution of TWð5Tbulk2Tf Þ assumes a functional form T(z) for the temperature profile in the

upper ocean. TðzÞ5 Tbulk2
h
ðz1dÞ
ð2d1dÞ

ip
TW [Large and Caron, 2015, equation (6)], with z< 0, d the depth rele-

vant for the cool skin effect (i.e., order of millimeters) [Fairall et al., 1996], Tð2dÞ5Tbulk, and p and d parame-
ters that define the structure of T(z) for d < 2z < d (Figure 1). From depth d to the foundation level (i.e.,
where T 5 Tf), T is assumed constant (Figure 1). In the following, d 5 5 m and p 5 0.3 based on
observations.
The evolution of TW in time is based on the atmospheric forcing [Large and Caron, 2015, equation (10)], i.e.,
@tTW 5Hd

ðp11Þ
pd 2KdTW

ðp11Þ
d2 , where Hd is effective heating, and Kd sub-grid-scale turbulent diffusivity. Hd

includes the contribution of solar and nonsolar surface heat flux, with a parameterization for solar

Table 1. How TW From Different GOTM and LC2015 Experiments Compares to Observations: Correlation With Measured Values (r) and
Root-Mean-Square (rms, 8C) Difference, Computed Only for TW � 0 (This Is Always the Case in Large and Caron [2015])

Tbulk Tf 10 m Winds
TW, Oct TW, Nov

r rms r rms

GOTM Dz510 cm
Dt55 min

At 5 cm At 10 m G1. Observed 0.9 0.23 0.86 0.35
G1. Observed
G2. 24 h smoothed 0.86 0.31 0.76 0.63
G3. G2 1 diurnal 0.86 0.3 0.75 0.59
G4. G2 1 stochastic gusts 0.87 0.18 0.81 0.36
G5. G2 w/nonsolar heating

from smoothed wind
0.78 0.55 0.64 1.08

LC2015 parameterization
Dt55 min

only TW estimate L1. Observed 0.91 0.15 0.86 0.39
L2. 24 h smoothed 0.89 0.17 0.82 0.42
L3. L1, LC15 stnd 0.87 0.19 0.71 0.52
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absorption that is consistent with clear water conditions and the GOTM experiments described in section
4.1. In the following, the estimate of Kd considers three ocean boundary layer regimes: (I) well mixed, (III)
shallow stable, and (IV) deepening convective. The original Large and Caron [2015] scheme also includes a
deep stable regime (i.e., Regime II), which does not occur often in low wind and high solar forcing days
(when the diurnal TW is larger) and is omitted here for simplicity. The simplification is an advantage, espe-
cially from the perspective of implementing the scheme in climate models [Large and Caron, 2015]. During
Regime I, the upper ocean is well mixed, and TW 50 (i.e., the buoyancy forcing is convective). Regime III
starts as the effective buoyancy forcing becomes stable and is characterized by a contribution to Kd from
internal waves (jo50:2 cm2 s21), plus a shear-driven mixing that scales with a much larger mixing coeffi-
cient (mo of order 0.4 cm2 s21), i.e., Kd5jo1mo½11CAðRid

Ri0
Þc�21, with Rid a gradient Richardson number [Large

and Caron, 2015, equations (20) and (17)]. In the following, Ri051; CA50:67, and c50:6. Most of the daytime
is in Regime III, consistent with favorable conditions for shear-driven mixing [Sutherland et al., 2016; Smyth
et al., 2013]. When Regime IV takes over, it produces a strong relaxation of TW back to zero (with Kd propor-
tional to the friction velocity) [Large and Caron, 2015, equation (18)], unless this limit has already been
reached. Finally, when the estimate for TW would become negative, Regime I is reinstated. Negative values
for TW may occur in observations (e.g., during precipitation events) but are not represented in the diurnal
cycling scheme. In the standard version of the Large and Caron [2015] scheme (i.e., LC15 stnd in the follow-
ing), the transition from Regime III to Regime IV occurs when the effective buoyancy forcing becomes unsta-
ble. In the variant version of the parametrization, here identified as LC2015, the transition to Regime IV by
the standard criteria is delayed until a bulk Richardson number [Large and Caron, 2015, equation (13)] falls
below a critical value (Ricr50:3 here), in order to avoid a too rapid relaxation of TW back to zero and to
achieve a better representation of the observed process, as suggested by Large and Caron [2015].

As with GOTM, we investigate the role of wind gusts versus low-frequency variability (in winds), changing
the wind forcing in input to the parameterization, while other air-sea fluxes stay the same (i.e., are set to the
observed values). We perform a set of experiments with a 5 min time step (Table 1):

L1. Using the observed zonal and meridional winds at 10 m.
L2. Smoothing the observed winds in time with a 24 h window.
L3. As L1, but for LC15 stnd.

5. Results

In this section, we describe the observed TW (section 5.1), along with estimates from GOTM (section 5.2) and
LC2015 (section 5.3).

Estimates of TW from different GOTM and LC2015 experiments are compared to observations, computing
correlation (r) with measured values and root-mean-square (rms, 8C) difference. Table 1 shows r and rms val-
ues for the different cases considered here.

5.1. Observed TW

The diurnal peak in TWRAMA for a composite day varies with location in the tropical Indian Ocean (Figure 2,
comparing markers of the same shape with one another), with the timing of the peak between hour 1400
and hour 1600 Local Solar Time (LST). In addition, the diurnal peak at a given site changes in time (not
shown), as atmospheric forcing, local dynamics, and chlorophyll concentration (water clarity) in the upper
ocean modulate the structure of near-surface diurnal warming [Soloviev and Lukas, 2006; Matthews et al.,
2014].

A composite day of TWRAMA at 08N, 80.58E, during Period O and Period N (Figure 3, dashed red line), is charac-
terized by a peak between hour 1500 and hour 1600 LST, consistent with diurnal variability in temperature
at 0.5 m based on Seaglider data (78.838E, 1.58S–48S) [Matthews et al., 2014]. Due to day-to-day variations of
the diurnal warm layer, compositing over a longer time period (Figure 3, dotted red line) results in a slightly
different phasing, and a smaller peak amplitude instead. In general, during the DYNAMO field experiment, a
diurnal warm layer develops on those days when the solar radiation flux is high (above 80 W m22) and the
wind speed is low (below 6 m s21) [Matthews et al., 2014], with higher occurrence when the convectively
suppressed phase of the MJO is underway [Moum et al., 2013; Matthews et al., 2014]. Period O and Period N
are characterized by such conditions on most days.
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During Period O and Period N, DYNAMO observations from the R/V Revelle show a peak in TW around 1400
LST (Figure 3, solid red line), consistent with near-surface diurnal variability from previous studies [e.g., Price
et al., 1986; Schudlich and Price, 1992; Fairall et al., 1996; Wade et al., 2011; Prytherch et al., 2013; Large and
Caron, 2015]. The 1400 LST peak is earlier than the diurnal peak in TWRAMA . Tbulk from DYNAMO sea-snake
floating thermistors is measured at 5 cm, while Tbulk used to compute TWRAMA is at 1 m (section 3); hence, the
difference in phasing between TW and TWRAMA is consistent with the hypothesis that surface water that is
warmed by solar radiation is mixed to progressively deeper depths over the course of several hours [Cronin
and Kessler, 2009; Smyth et al., 2013; Sutherland et al., 2016]. TW is small overnight and starts increasing after
0006 LST (Figure 3), as the sun rises. A diurnal warm layer forms, and the resulting stratification traps air-sea
momentum flux, with the development of a shear flow [Smyth et al., 2013]. The net surface energy flux (i.e.,
solar plus nonsolar heating) diminishes in the afternoon, and shear instabilities entrain fluid below the diur-
nal layer, transferring both heat and kinetic energy downward [Smyth et al., 2013; Sutherland et al., 2016].
The near-surface ocean starts cooling around 1400 LST, TW decreases (Figure 3), and convective cooling
eventually mixes upper ocean temperatures deeper. The peak TW is larger for days of high solar radiation
and low wind (Figures 4 and 5), consistent with Matthews et al. [2014] and Moum et al. [2013], and no signif-
icant diurnal cycle in TW is observed on 13 October, 19 October (Figure 4), or 22 November (Figure 5) 2011,
when SW0 is small and the wind stress amplitude relatively large. Overall, the peak amplitude for a compos-
ite day is larger (by a factor of about 2) for Period N (�1.158C) compared to Period O (�0.558C, Figure 3),
consistent with a stronger incoming solar radiation and a smaller median wind stress amplitude during
Period N.

Figure 3. Composite day for TW (8C) during (a) Period O and (b) Period N. TW is from DYNAMO R/V Revelle observations (red line), GOTM
experiment G1 (black), G2 (blue), G3 (green), G4 (gray), and G5 (light blue). For experiment G4, the gray line is the ensemble mean and the
shade is the standard deviation. A composite day for TWRAMA is shown for the same time periods (dashed red line) and for all the observa-
tions available at the 08N, 80.58E RAMA mooring (dotted red line).
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Figure 4. Period O time series of (a) TW (8C), and (b) observed solar radiation (W m22), (c) nonsolar heating (W m22), and (d) wind stress
amplitude (kg m21 s22) at the air-sea interface. In Figure 4a, TW is from DYNAMO R/V Revelle observations (red line), GOTM experiment G1
(black), G2 (blue), G3 (green), G4 (gray, as in Figure 3), and G5 (light blue). In Figure 4c, the nonsolar heating is from observed (black line),
and 24 h smoothed (light blue) wind forcing. In Figure 4d, the wind stress amplitude is from observed (black line), 24 h smoothed (blue),
and 24 h smoothed plus diurnal (green) wind forcing. One of the ensemble members of experiment G4 is also shown (gray line). Tick
marks on the horizontal axis correspond to 0500 LST for each day.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for Period N and not showing experiment G5 in (a).
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5.2. TW From GOTM
The estimate of TW from GOTM using the observed winds as input to the model (experiment G1, TWG1 ;
Figures 4d–5d, black line), compares well with observations for both periods of interest here (Figures 3, 4a,
and 5a, black line), with a correlation coefficient r 5 0.9, rms50:238C for Period O, and r 5 0.86, rms50:358C
for Period N (Table 1). For a few days (e.g., 15 October and 17 November), the diurnal peak TW from GOTM is
0.58C larger than observations, and the difference may suggest a role of horizontal advection processes (not
represented in GOTM).

If winds input to GOTM are smoothed in time with a 24 h window (experiment G2; Figures 4d–5d, blue
line), the vertical structure of mixing (hence temperature) is different from experiment G1 (not shown), and
TWG2 is further from observations (blue versus red line in Figures 3, 4a, and 5a). Smoothing the winds for experi-
ment G2 suppresses high-frequency winds with variability on time scales of the order of hours and amplitude
up to �8 m s21 larger than the daily mean wind (Figures 4d and 5d). These wind gusts may be associated with
boundary layer large eddies, convective precipitation, and convective cloudiness [Zeng et al., 2002], and dis-
carding them results in reduced mixing, hence a slower transmission of surface water to greater depths,
during weak daily mean wind conditions. Consequently, TW increases faster as the sun rises, the maximum
TW during the day is greater, and the cooling phase may be slower (Figures 3, 4a, and 5a). In experiment G2,
the daily peak in TW for the composite day is �0.38C larger than in G1. The difference between TWG2 and
TWG1 reduces slowly during the cooling phase of TW (Figure 3), with G2 yielding rms50:318C for Period O
and rms50:638C for Period N (Table 1). Yet the correlation between TWG2 and the observed TW is still good,
consistent with solar forcing playing the leading role in regulating TW diurnal variability [Wade et al., 2011].

Adding the observed (small) diurnal variability to the 24 h smoothed wind forcing (experiment G3; Figures
4d and 5d, green line) only slightly improves on the output from experiment G2 (green versus blue line in
Figures 3, 4a, and 5a). A clear improvement on experiment G2, results from adding stochastic wind gusts to
the 24 h smoothed wind forcing (experiment G4, section 4.1; Figures 4d and 5d, gray line for one of the
1000 ensemble members). The estimate of TWG4 compares well to observations (gray versus red line in
Figures 3, 4a, and 5a), with r 5 0.87, rms50:188C for the ensemble mean in Period O, and r 5 0.81 and
rms50:368C in Period N (Table 1).

Finally, using the same (24 h smoothed) wind forcing as G2, but now to estimate both momentum fluxes and
nonsolar heat flux input to GOTM (experiment G5; Figures 4c–5c, light blue line) yields the estimate of TW (i.e.,
TWG5 ) that is furthest from observations (Figures 3 and 4a), indicating that wind gusts have a stronger impact
on the amplitude of diurnal temperature through changes they introduce in nonsolar heating than through
changes in upper ocean mixing. Yet upper ocean mixing regulates the timing of the diurnal peak at different
depths, which is (similarly) later than observations for both experiments G5 and G2 (Figures 6a and 6b, top).

Overall, GOTM experiment G1 estimates most of the variability at 5 cm (not shown) and 1 m, as well as
some of the diurnal signal at 5 m (Figure 6c), which is weak for most days of interest here and does not
emerge in the composites (Figures 6a and 6b, bottom). The best comparison with observed diurnal variabil-
ity at 5 m is during those days with stronger daily mean winds (e.g., 11–12 October in Figure 6c), when the
effect of wind gusts is not prominent (Figure 4a). GOTM may be missing some of the dynamics that are rele-
vant in weak daily mean wind conditions (e.g., dynamics related to surface waves or horizontal and vertical
advection) and/or wind gusts present in the input fields are weaker than real wind gusts. Repeating experi-
ment G4 using 1.2 times the observed wind gust variance to create random wind gusts as input to GOTM
results in better agreement with the observed TW compared to TWG4 (not shown).

5.3. TW From LC2015
The estimate of TW using LC15 stnd and atmospheric forcing from observations (experiment L3) shows
overly rapid cooling in the afternoon compared to measured values (gray dashed versus red solid line in
Figure 7). TW relaxes rapidly back to zero because LC15 stnd leaves Regime III (and enters Regime IV) too
early. In Regime III of Large and Caron [2015], the estimate of the turbulent diffusivity of heat (mh) is based
on empirical values typical in the presence of internal wave activity and shear instability (section 4.2), con-
sistent with Price et al. [1986, 1987], Schudlich and Price [1992], and Smyth et al. [2013]. A Regime III-like rep-
resentation of mh is appropriate when there is extinction of turbulence [Kantha and Clayson, 1994], i.e., when
the turbulent kinetic energy is small (k < klim51026 m2 s22 in the following). GOTM experiment G1 pro-
vides a good estimate of the observed TW and may provide information on how k evolves in the layer of
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interest. Here k decreases rapidly during the formation of the diurnal layer, and increases slowly thereafter
(not shown), consistent with LES simulations by Noh et al. [2009] and observations (A. Moulin, personal com-
munication, 2016). In Large and Caron [2015]’s model, the transition from Regime III to Regime IV should be
consistent with k (from G1) becoming larger than klim in the upper part of the water column. This is not the
case for experiment L3: LC15 stnd Regime IV starts (and continues) when most of the upper 10 m of the
water column are still characterized by k < klim in G1. This is illustrated in Figures 8a and 8b by the presence
of green segments (in the top lines) indicating Regime IV at times when turbulence is low (i.e., cross-hatch-
ing) through most of the water column.

Using LC2015 with atmospheric forcing from observations as input (experiment L1) improves the estimate of
the cooling phase of TW (Figure 7, gray solid line), delaying the time of the transition between Regimes III and
IV. Results are consistent with the vertical profile of k in G1 (e.g., in Figures 8a and 8b, red segments of the bot-
tom line align with upper ocean k overall less than klim), with Regime IV not occurring on some days. Experi-
ment L1 yields a result closer (than L3) to observations, although r and rms are still good for L3 in Period O.

Finally, LC2015 is not very sensitive to wind gusts. In contrast with GOTM, results from LC2015 using winds
that are smoothed in time with a 24 h window (experiment L2) are similar to those obtained using the
observed winds (gray dots versus gray solid line in Figure 7), with similar r and rms (Table 1).

Figure 6. Temperature, 8C (a, b) composite day and (c) time series at (top) 1 m and (bottom) 5 m. Figures 6a and 6c are for Period O and
Figure 6b for Period N. Temperature is from observations (red line, at 1 m from the RAMA mooring at 08N, 80.58E, at 5 m from DYNAMO R/
V Revelle) and from simulations G1 (black), G2 (blue), and G5 (light blue). In Figure 6c, tick marks on the horizontal axis correspond to 0500
LST for each day.
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6. Summary and Discussion

Accounting for TW, the difference between near-surface temperature on a diurnal timescale and ocean tem-
perature at the shallowest level of a climate model (e.g., z 5 10 m), has the potential to improve simulations
of large-scale variability and long-term means in the tropics.

We describe TW observations around 08N, 80.58E during the DYNAMO field campaign, for two periods when
the MJO convection is not active at the site (11–21 October, 13–22 November 2011). A diurnal peak in TW is
present on most days, with a composite value of �0.558C for Period O and �1.158C for Period N (Figure 3).
The larger diurnal peak in Period N is consistent with a stronger incoming solar radiation and a smaller
median wind stress amplitude, hence weaker cooling by nonsolar heat fluxes and weaker turbulent mixing
of heat to deeper levels.

Solar forcing is the main driver of diurnal variability [e.g., Wade et al., 2011], yet wind gusts modify nonsolar heat-
ing and upper ocean mixing. Previous studies showed the importance of high-frequency wind variability for the
estimate of nonsolar heat fluxes at the air-sea interface [e.g., Jabouille et al., 1996; Redelsperger et al., 2000; Zeng
et al., 2002; Cronin et al., 2006]. Here we also consider the role of wind gusts on vertical mixing. The effect of
wind gusts on the amplitude of diurnal temperature is stronger through changes in nonsolar heating than
through changes in upper ocean mixing. Yet except during nighttime convection, wind gusts regulate how fast
surface water is mixed to greater depths when daily mean winds are weak, in a 1-D process model (GOTM).
Wind gusts are much stronger than diurnal winds and not only affect the amplitude of the diurnal peak in TW

but also affect the amplitude and timing of diurnal subsurface temperature. The integrated effect of wind gusts
over a period of time is essential for a good comparison with observations. Experiments where measured winds
are used as input to GOTM provide a good estimate of the observed TW (experiment G1; Figures 3, 4a, and 5a)
and temperature at 1 and 5 m (Figure 6). Experiments where winds are smoothed in time with a 24 h window

Figure 7. Composite day for TW (8C) during (a) Period O and (b) Period N. TW is from DYNAMO R/V Revelle observations (red line), GOTM
experiment G1 (black), and Large and Caron [2015] experiments L1 (gray), L2 (gray dots), and L3 (gray dashed).
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yield, instead, a poor comparison with observations, even though observed heat fluxes are used at the air-sea
interface and even when the (small) diurnal component of the wind is included. If the estimate of nonsolar heat
flux is also based on the smoothed wind, resulting temperatures are even further from observations. Using a
24 h smoothed wind forcing plus stochastic wind gusts as input to GOTM (experiment G4; see section 4.1) yields
results that compare well to observations (Figures 3, 4a, and 5a), suggesting the value of a stochastic approach
to this problem when the high-frequency component of wind variability is not available, but the statistics of the
gusts are known. The 1-D process model in this study suggests that most of the wind gusts are associated with
a peak in turbulent kinetic energy at ocean depths of order 1 m, with the strongest events reaching depths of
order 10 m. Diurnal variability in wind gusts may also play a role in the tropics (e.g., enhanced convection in the
afternoon) but is not detected here.

Vertical resolutions as high as in a 1-D process model like GOTM cannot be implemented within a global cli-
mate model, due to limitations in computational resources. Hence, computationally inexpensive diurnal
cycling schemes have been proposed to account for TW diurnal variations in climate simulations, and
improve on the estimate of heat fluxes at the air-sea interface. In this study, a variant version of the Large
and Caron [2015] diurnal cycling scheme (LC2015) provides a good estimate of the observed TW diurnal vari-
ability, improving on the original parameterization (LC15 stnd) by delaying the transition between Regime
III (i.e., internal waves and shear-driven mixing) and Regime IV (i.e., strong relaxation of TW to zero). In
LC15 stnd, the transition to Regime IV occurs when convection is initiated near the surface. The required
delay is consistent with such convection not reaching immediately the 10 m depth level, and part of the
upper 10 m still being stratified. The Large and Caron [2015] scheme is not sensitive to wind gusts, and
results are similar using observed (experiment L1) or 24 h smoothed (L2) winds to estimate momentum
fluxes. This indicates that relevant vertical processes (i.e., the impact of wind gusts on turbulent mixing) may
not be well represented even in LC2015. As in GOTM, buoyancy forcing plays a major role in regulating TW

in LC2015, but in order to obtain results that compare well with observations it is also important to choose
d, p, and c parameters (section 4.2) in an appropriate range [Large and Caron, 2015]. This is a limitation of

Figure 8. Turbulent kinetic energy (k, m2 s22) from experiment G1 (shade) during (a) Period O and (b) Period N. Shaded values are
log10ðkÞ. Hatching indicates k < 1026 m2 s22. In each panel, overlaying solid lines show TW from experiment G1 (black), L3 (colors, top),
and L1 (colors, bottom). Colors indicate Regime I (blue), III (red), and IV (green) in Large and Caron [2015]. Tick marks on the horizontal axis
correspond to 0500 LST for each day.
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the scheme and makes its application difficult in regions where observations are insufficient to estimate a
range for d, p, and c. At the location of interest here, using 4 � d � 6 m, 0:3 � p � 1:1, and 0:6 � c � 1:4
yields up to �0.3 8C difference in rms and �1.5 difference in r.

In summary, results from LC2015 compare well with observations in this analysis, yet a better representation
of how wind gusts regulate mixing (hence TW diurnal variability) remains desirable. In the current scheme,
Regime III shear-driven mixing occurs for most of the daytime (consistent with observations) [e.g., Suther-
land et al., 2016; Smyth et al., 2013], but it acts only to adjust the assumed vertical structure of diurnal tem-
perature. Until the long-term goal of better representing upper ocean processes in climate models can be
achieved (e.g., until higher resolution can be implemented in the upper ocean), available data should be
used to test the current parameterization and determine appropriate ranges for d, p, and c at different loca-
tions (especially for different latitudes, e.g., where rotation plays a role) [Price et al., 1986; Schudlich and Price,
1992; Weller et al., 2014] and under different wind conditions. The set of optimal parameters are in fact
slightly different even here between Period O and Period N (which is characterized by a stronger incoming
solar radiation, and a smaller median wind stress amplitude).

Although observations suggest favorable conditions for shear-driven mixing during diurnal stratification (as
assumed in Regime III of Large and Caron [2015]), high-resolution velocity measurements are required to
confirm this [Sutherland et al., 2016], and to study the impact of other relevant processes (e.g., Stokes drift)
[Schudlich and Price, 1992; Kantha and Clayson, 2004; D’Asaro et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016]. For instance, at a
site in the Arabian Sea, Janssen [2005] finds that buoyancy production and turbulent production by wave
breaking are dominant processes for the diurnal cycle, while the Stokes-Coriolis force plays an important
role in the deeper layers of the ocean. Also, no sensitivity to Langmuir turbulence is found for the diurnal
cycle, consistent with the study (at different sites) of Kantha and Clayson [2004].

Finally, long-term wind measurements on a large scale should also be pursued, to observe the statistics of
wind gusts and to investigate the role of diurnal winds and wind gusts on upper ocean mixing at different
locations (e.g., at higher latitudes) and when more upper ocean processes are modeled. Along with the
effort to remedy observational gaps, efforts should be pursued to estimate the diurnal warm layer in new
generations of climate models (which will better represent physical processes, e.g., convection) with a goal
to improve numerical forecasting of subseasonal, seasonal, and long-term variability. For instance, the
LC2015 version of the diurnal cycling scheme should be implemented in a climate model with d, p, and c
parameters based on observations (e.g., spatially varying for better process representation), to investigate
how an improved estimate of diurnal SST impacts (for instance) annual SST and mixed-layer depth.
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